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Summary
• 2018 followed the pattern of 2017 with the economic

environment and changing conditions for our core

membership group in Jakarta resulting in a lot of turnover of

members. However, thanks to our members who

encouraged people to join and our on-line presence, we

attracted a strong flow of new arrivals and maintained the

overall number of players consistent with 2017.

• Tee Set’s contribution to the golfing economy in Jakarta was 

over Rp1.5B in green fees and countless more when F&B 

spending is added in.

• Although we included more top courses to our schedule, 

careful negotiation kept the average price per round at only 

Rp25,000 above 2017 at Rp815.7k: less than a 4% increase

• Tee Set maintained its tradition of being a social society for 

all levels of play with the Treasurer most pleased with the 

continued strong flow of fines whilst we also celebrated 

more eagles and birdies too than in 2017

• Great support and member involvement at the major 

events, our Championship and Tee Set Birthday, with the 

Championship attracting a record turnout of 107 players
Note: The Tee Set year runs from Championship to Championship (Nov to Nov)



Progress and 2019 Objectives
Tee Set reaffirms its aims of building upon the lessons of previous years

Key Observations & Priorities Progress in 2018 Objectives for 2019

Set out the calendar of courses each year 
and seek to optimize the mix of courses to 
attract a strong turnout each week

Calendar published at the outset of the year 
and changes managed even at short notice due 
to issues with initially planned courses. Overall 
feedback on course played was good from the 
members but we missed some old favourites.

Maintain pricing at more exclusive courses. 
Look to increase the number of courses visited 
back to 20. Maintain Monthly Medal at 
Cengkareng following good reviews and whilst 
it is available. 

Strengthen sponsorship base and look at 
how to ensure that events are successfully 
run. Event Leader is key

Overall financially for the year Tee Set secured 
sufficient sponsorship to successfully hold the 
2 key events and be cash break even. New 
sponsors attracted in the year through the 
support of the membership base

Look to secure and add new sponsors in the 
year – overall and per event basis. Appoint 
early a leader for key events and spread the 
work-load across a broader leader group.

Manage the communication to members and 
maintain the web-site as a core resource for 
members and to recruit new players

Web-site and bi-weekly blogs updated on a 
timely basis and pages updated as needed. 

Continue to focus on maintaining the quality of 
the existing activities. Look to improve photo 
record of each event and add additional 
animation/videos as feasible.

Inter-League had become somewhat 
separated from Tee Set activities and 
competed organizationally with the
arrangements for regular Sunday events. 
Pricing of JGCC highest paid in the year in 
2017

Successful price negotiation at JGCC and a 
decision to run only 1 team led to Tee Set 
holding its weekly event at JGCC on each of the 
JIL week-end dates in 2018. Well received 
generally and made for smoother and 
simplified management on these week-ends 

Ensure the pricing for JIL remains competitive 
for guest visitors and look to other venues if 
JGCC is not viable for a consolidated event 
week-end on JIL event dates. Tee Set and JIL 
events to continue to be run as 1 venue on 
relevant weeks.



Progress and 2018 Objectives
Tee Set reaffirms its aims of building upon the lessons of previous years

Key Observations & Priorities Progress in 2018 Objectives for 2019

Strengthen the base of members supporting 
the operations of Tee Set

2017 Committee and key supporting members 
rolled over for a second year in 2018 so 
stability in the leadership team. Secretary 
managing the data-base operation week to 
week with back up support as needed.

Bring in new support for event coordination 
roles. Look to find potential successor for 
current President when term expires.

Identify ad hoc support for one off activities

Introduce more team formats into the 
schedule to mix up the formats

Battle Royale embedded in the schedule albeit 
the trophy was lost on the road. World Cup on 
1 date worked with 56 layers making for a fun 
day. DOGS match again a good week-end and 
finally Tee Set won the trophy. Successful 
week-end in Surabaya: 2 day eclectic led by 
Craig Ewers 

Win back Battle Royale on home soil and look 
retain the DOGs trophy at Rancamaya. World 
Cup to be a single day event. Repeat Surabaya 
trip and look at Jogjakarta as an option

Look to turn a few of the week-ends into other 
team style events or to mix up formats. Ensure 
clear communication on scoring!

Request from members about mixing up 
prizes

Monthly Medal trophies sponsored last year
but general preference for Rp was voiced

Look to secure a trophy sponsor for ad hoc 
events

Ensure all Tee Setters enjoy their Sundays Organization of events and attraction of new 
members has been improved over the year. 
Recognition of newcomers and introducing 
them to the group to ensure they bond and 
return.  

Continue to recognize new members, 
achievements and participation of members 
on a personal level. Keep it fun and light and 
balance emphasis between the golfing and the 
social nature Tee Set.



Our Champions

2018 Eclectic Champions 

James Ross (Cycle VII) and 

Amol Singhal (Cycle VIII) 

2018 Championship Winners 

Richard Mau (Low Net) and Ken Runyon (Low Gross) 
2018 World Cup Winners

Lis Wymer, Efsi Hayati, Santi Miller, Wina Nugraha

2018 Match-Play Champion 

Jens Roestel 



Monthly Medalists

Our Monthly Medalists received a medal 
and had their name engraved on the 
Month Medal Shield kindly sponsored by 
Geoff Thwaites and Kojo

With the current shield being filled at 
the end of 2018, Geoff and Kojo have 
confirmed their continued sponsorship 
into 2019 and we will purchase a new 
shield.



Best Net Performers

Player Statistics
We know you will enjoy these gems of the year (thanks to 
Web Guy Extraordinaire, Keith)

Tee Set is a “Net Golf Society” a legacy from Former 
Presidents and one that is protected as a Tee Set 
fundamental. 

Thanks to our active updates of handicaps we are pretty 
confident that our system is working well and gives 
everyone a fair chance each week. 

No Tee Setters averaged under-handicap this year again 
and congratulations to President Roger Finnie for being 
our best net performer at 72.3.

Only those with 10 or more rounds are considered.







And finally, a look at the nationality mix that is 
Tee Set.

These numbers were taken from a snapshot of 
Tee Set Championship registrations a couple of 
days before the event but they are pretty 
representative.

22 countries represented which is +2 countries 
from 2017 and +4 from 2016. Tee Set is truly a 
diverse family and continues to welcome all to 
its weekly events.

Where are we from?
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• Roger Finnie (President); 

• Ric Wymer (Vice President of Almost Everything); 

• Bill Lloyd (Vice President); and 

• Keith (Web Guy).  

• Wina was our excellent Course Coordinator.

• James Ross our Match-Play Supremo

• Brenda Mayland our Secretary, ably supported by Beby and Aisha.

• Thanks to all our Tee Set sponsors, we couldn’t do it without you!

• Thanks to those who stepped in to help with registrations and pairings when needed, much appreciated.

• Thanks most of all to all of you Tee Setters – regular and not so regular - you make the society what it is. 

Never Missed a Weekend in Over 35 Years


